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About This Game

Birthseederia is a narrative survival game combined exploration, resource management, rogue-like,
in a post-apocalyptic futuristic world , deserved with scenario for multiple ending.

For survive in the world of birthseederia, you will travel to ruin and remnants vestige through a desert of radiation where the
slightest mistake can be fatal for you.

Each exploration will be the act of hostile or friendly encounters with strange creatures or survivors, looking for food and
resources.

Help or kill the survivors, choose your way to survive.

Discover the history of this ravaged world, your own past and forge your future where every action will affect your destiny.

Events Scripted Multiple Choices.

More Than 22 Different Endings.

Possibility to Craft your equipments and weapons that enriched with each of yours playthrough.
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Manual or automatic combat system.
system of Karma and affiliation with the 4 factions in the game.

Manage your health, fatigue, hunger, radiation and other diseases.
a lot of bonues to find.

What Is the Price Of Survive?
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Title: Birthseederia
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Onefurinthebox
Publisher:
Onefurinthebox
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7

Processor: Dual Core 2Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Hardware Accelerated Graphics with dedicated memory

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French
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Man oh man\u2026 After finally beating the game, I\u2019ll share some of my thoughts about this short, but fun and really
challenging game.

Shapes of Gray is a fast-paced arcade-style top-down \u201cshooter\u201d, although most of the time you aren\u2019t
shooting, but wielding a sword. Your objective is to destroy all the other gray shapes in order to proceed to the next stage.

Presentation-wise, this game lives up to its name. The whole game is presented in shades of gray, while the main character and
enemies are all gray shapes. The minimalistic aesthetic gives the game a nice retro look, which works fairly well along with the
game\u2019s arcade gameplay. The music, while not particularly spectacular, does its job well-enough with the game\u2019s
style. What I really want to talk about is its interesting gameplay mechanics.

The game\u2019s stages are limited by a very short timer (think WarioWare\u2019s microgames), which forces you to play
aggressively. However, you also have a very limited number of lives, which encourages the player to be careful. This system
really puts the players in a very stressful situation: confident players will see themselves rapidly losing their precious lives
(which do not regenerate between stages) against the various gray-colored enemies; meanwhile, doubtful players will see their
runs be ended because they couldn\u2019t defeat all the enemies in time.

And this system is the most prominent reason for this game\u2019s difficulty. The game starts off easy enough to get used to
the simple mechanics, but by the end of the game, it gets really hard. In order to succeed (especially in later levels), one has to
find the balance between aggression and carefulness. And I must say, it\u2019s very hard to find. I was stuck for several days on
the last stages of the game because I was either too careless, or too slow. I must admit, it made me very frustrated at times, and
it honestly made me angry, not at the game, but at myself. I lost a lot, but it never felt it was the game\u2019s fault, as it
doesn\u2019t rely on artificial difficulty or cheap mechanics.

The enemies are designed in such a way that the player needs to adapt their playstyle in order to defeat each and every one of
them. And they must do so quickly, as the enemies are ruthless and very aggressive. Each stage has a specific set of different
enemies, and it is quite interesting discovering how each enemy type interacts with each other. Fighting each different enemy
requires different strategies, which get more and more complicated when you are facing different types of enemies at once.
Some enemies can destroy other enemies and help you or harm you in the process. Others are immune to the rest of the
enemies\u2019 attacks; and others are immune to your attacks.

The very high difficulty really punishes the player for small mistakes, which forces the player to perform near flawlessly in each
stage. This is a completely personal preference, but I feel this tight margin of error works a bit against the game\u2019s overall
enjoyment and fun aspect. I\u2019m not much of a fan of extremely difficult games, as they result more in frustration than fun.
However, anyone who\u2019s looking for a challenge, this game\u2019s the solution, without a doubt.

The game increases its replay-value by adding an Arcade Mode after finishing the first campaign. This mode adds coins and
achievements into the game\u2019s main mode. Players will surely have to try several times in order to obtain all the
achievements, as they increase the difficulty of the already hard main campaign.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Now, I\u2019d like to talk about some stuff I feel would make for a much better experience while playing the game. Of course,
all of this is just personal preference, and I hope the talented people at Secret Tunnel Entertainment take these bits of advice in
consideration for a sequel, an update, or a future game if applicable:

-\tIn terms of difficulty and overall enjoyment, I\u2019d say the game would benefit a lot from more health-recovery items.
They do not automatically make the game easier, as sometimes attempting to get the extra lives is riskier than ignoring them, but
they do allow the player to mend previous small mistakes, and it gives them much more to think about while playing. They
rarely appear in the game, though.

-\tThe replay-value and overall enjoyment of the game would benefit a lot from a character or weapon selection, letting the
player choose at the start of the run according to their playstyle. Maybe a bigger sword that swings slower, or a quick but shorter
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one. Or a weapon that shoots bullets that take two or three shots to take out each enemy.

-\tI don\u2019t ignore the fact that the game has power-ups that change the way the player tackles each challenge, but I felt they
were underused, considering they always show up in the same spot and they stay in the player\u2019s possession for a very short
period of time. Maybe adding more power-ups and\/or allowing them to appear at random would make for a better experience.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Of course, reviewing this game for what it doesn\u2019t have would be unfair and a huge disservice to what this game actually
delivers. Everything listed previously is just feedback for Secret Tunnel Entertainment, and it should not negatively influence
your decision to get this game. What this game offers is quite enough for me to consider this game as money well-spent. It
satisfied my desire to feel accomplished and challenged, and it got some pleasant surprises and smiles out of me several times.
Especially during the ending, which really surprised me in a good way. It was so unexpected and funny it honestly made me
chuckle a few times.

All in all, I recommend this game if you are mildly interested by it. If you are looking for a challenge and a humble but solid
game, you\u2019ve found it.
. Things you might ask yourself while playing this:
-Why are these animals attacking me? What made them furious?
-Why is there a penguin in the desert?
-Why do animals split in pieces like you've cut them perfectly?
-Why can I one hit kill a ♥♥♥♥ing bear or a puma but a rabbit can take 3-4 bullets?
-Why can't I headshot a giraffe, but only bodyshot.
-Why is the playermodel talking about having sexual intercourse with animals?

Questions over questions. Just stfu and play the game for the achievements. That's the only purpose.. This game is just
awesome.

 You can grab your friend's head.

 You can grab your friend's leg.

 You can grab your friend's hand.

 And many other things ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). Good as a 4x game, and enjoyable if you're the
type to waste many hours playing alone in singleplayer.
Multiplayer was a horrendous experience. Tried to play with a friend, couldn't get past the 5th turn in any session before
1 of us desyncs and disconnects. oh welp. True Fear: Forsaken Souls Part 1 was my favourite point and click game of all
time, so I had high expectations for Part 2. The expectations were definitely met since Part 2 is another great game in
the series.

Pros: the atmosphere is even better than Part 1's atmosphere since part 2 is set at an asylum. The background music is
subtle but adds to the imagery. The story itself is interesting and was continued well from season 1, and it leaves you
wanting more because there are still some unsolved mysteries (Part 3 has been confirmed so I expect they'll be answered
there).

Cons: I can't think of any cons that aren't bugs\/errors. There are a few bugs that could probably be fixed pretty easily
with a few patches, for example a few visual glitches with a puzzle - the glitches aren't major enough to affect gameplay,
but fixing them would make the game even better. Perhaps the most noticeable errors this game has are the grammatical
errors, which are kind of frequent - I would say there are 1 or 2 grammatical errors every few documents you find. Even
outside of the documents there are a few grammatical errors, for example when you left click to examine a certain item I
remember the text at the top saying the letter 's' instead of 'a' (as in the word 'a').

Also, I don't know if it's just Windows 10 or something about my PC, but sometimes the cutscenes are either completely
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silent or too loud - changing the volume settings does nothing. During the final cutscene the audio was completely silent
even after restarting. I had to watch it on YouTube. That was the only cutscene which was silent. The others were either
too loud or just normal. I had the same problem with Part 1.

Suggestions:

- make a few patches fixing the grammatical errors and the small visual bugs with puzzles\/gameplay.

Overall rating: 8.85\/10 (would probably be moved up to 9 if all the things were fixed).. gt; be a weeb
> go to japan
> much excitement
> 2 cute girls become good friends with you because reasons
> proceed to do a good learning about the finer details of Japanese society
> pick your favorite waifu in the end
> also theres a kemonomimi mode
> best game. This game is very fun. It could really use a bigger player base. The one problem is that it is seasonal and no
one wil play after christmas.... Still I recommend it for a simple game it is very fun.
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Just about won this game so here is my review:

TLDR: 10/10 Best Stealth game series on Steam right now.

You have to be a lot more cunnnig than in most of the stealth games. This is very realistic. Unlike HITMAN there is no "Body
box" near every kill. You have to actually find hiding spots.

The strategy is the best part of this game. It lets you choose your equiptment! (or hit the button for a recommended loadout). So
basically you are pretty much open to do whatever you want withthis game.

Ways to kill in this game :

*Total stealth. - Sneak up on them and Garrotte, or Chloriform them.
*Brutal Stealth. - Cut their throat, Beat them up with your fists, Hit them with countless blunt objects.
*Non-Stealth. - Landmines, Booby trap bodies, Rig doors to explode, or set up countless "scripted events" to happen.
*Stealth at a distance. Throw Knives. Throw Coffeecups, and otehr map objects. Use silenced guns (including silenced sniper
rifles.)

Lots of startout items!!
Poision
First aid
Throwing knifes
Garotte
Chloriform
landmines
Grenades
Huge selection of guns. Every mission has its own unique guns too it seems.

The maps are really BIG when needed, You truly get an "Open world" feel to the missions. Windows are realistic too, you can
see inside every building!. We really need more maps that everyone can play and host, all from 1v1 to 4v4.. I do appreciate your
free dlc but it would have been even better had you brought us some more of the smaller yet more often played maps. Thanks.. I
tried really hard to like this game. I beat the main campaign and then did the NG+. I lost countless times on the second map,
which is part of the NG tutorial. You have a set deck of cards, and it was still almost impossible to beat and required amazing
luck.

And that's what makes this game so bad. This game lacks strategy. There is a little bit in deck building, but even if you have the
best deck for a mission, there's a big chance you'll lose because of the luck of the draw. The last two boss fights had me cursing
at the screen because the game puts all odds against you.

Losing isn't fun, and this game does its best to make sure that you're going to lose. This game isn't worth it for free because it
will just stress you out trying to enjoy it.. Beside Acceleration of Suguri, this is another one of the rare gem from Japan. A mix
between shoot-em-up and fighting game that I would call a 'Danmaku (Bullet Hell) Fighting Game'.

It is not too hard to pick up, but as the bots showed me, it is not easy to master the arts of dodging countless bullets and
counterattacking at the same time either. No tutorials on specific character specials and moves, but the basic tutorial covers
enough.

Speaking of characters, at first glance, they seemed generic and the mechas are not quite memorable. This game, however,
comes with a detailed story mode which provides us glances into each characters personality and their lives with full
professional voice acting. It also presents an excellent opportunity to familiarise yourself with all the mechs this game has to
offer, while the story is no Pulitzer Award winner, it is okay in its own rights.

I have not tried multiplayer yet though, though the part of making this review in the first place is to get people to buy it and have
someone to play with lol.
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Music and sound, your mileage may vary here. Some may find it good, excellent and memorable; But some may find it generic.
I am on the former stance though.

Rough around the edges, but lovable game in this age of AAA blockbuster releases one after another, an A grade game done
with care and soul poured in it is a very lovely option right now.. I loooove this game. I really liked the first one but I am so glad
they tried to improve upon it instead of keeping the same old formula. That's not to say there isn't elements from the first game
in the second one (there's a lot), but they were able to expand/improve upon it in creative ways.
The style of the game is beautiful and there is so much to do. As I'm sure someone already mentioned, it is a bit darker than the
previous game so there's a bit of warning there. I will admit the game is pricey for the amount of time it took me to finish the
main game (and I took my sweet time) but I got my copy while it was on sale, so I'm pretty happy with it. I strongly recommend
it to those who enjoyed the first game, those who like decent atmospheric horror games, or if you're just looking for a good
scare and the game is on sale.

[Manual and Bug Fix] Patch Notes ver 0.3.0.5c:

1. Bug fixes and changes. Get some Aldorlea Games up to 70% off!:
Don't wait for too long as discounts will be available only for a few more days!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/271990

http://store.steampowered.com/app/278530

http://store.steampowered.com/app/277470. Version 1.7.0 : AI improvements & character lists (PLEASE CHECK
UPPERCASE WARNING):

 AI : Several improvements, including making it more reactive, consistent and aggressive, and less prone to being wrong-
footed.

 Database : Modified stats for characters in the database, in order to make career mode more realistic (the way stats are
distributed along the rankings. Any resemblance with actual professional players is purely coincidental). Those changes
will be automatically applied to the local data.fas, except when it would overwrite changes made by the user. YOU MAY
WANT TO MAKE A BACKUP OF YOUR DATA.FAS BEFORE RUNNING THE NEW VERSION TO BE SAFE

 Career mode : Made several changes to make it more realistic when it comes to how AI players register in tournaments,
and AI matches.

 Editor : Added options for user to manage character lists, including Cut-Copy-Paste icons (useful to have a separated
list of characters for online play that won't interact with career mode, for instance).

 Gameplay : Reworked some aspects of the stamina system, so that it is more realistic and more consistent between AI
opponents and human players, especially in career mode.

 Interface : Added possibility to select characters based on lists, and to filter based on country.

 Interface : Many small cosmetic changes and bug fixes.

 Bug fix : Fixed a bug that could make the game hang during a match or while simulating AI matches.

 Bug fix : Sometimes the human-controlled character would wait to hit the ball just after the 2nd bounce.

 Bug fix : Sometimes the human-controlled character would get stuck when the ball was coming at the right distance for
his shot, preventing from adjusting forward or backward.
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 Bug fix : The depth hint wouldn't update after the ball's trajectory would be modified by hitting the net.

. Zup! XS Now available!:
Zup! XS Now available!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/673800/Zup_XS/
- FullHD
- 60 levels
- Pleasant music
- Intuitive interface
- Steam achievements

. Developer Live Stream 14th May 8pm GMT+1 12pm PST:
Cycle 28 will be on sale this coming week and to celebrate we are going to do a developer live stream tomorrow night on
YouTube.

You'll be able to watch it using the link below, add it to your diary and come along to say hello!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2hp-9JvtfU. *HOTFIX* Public Alpha v.0.2.4.2a:
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Private Alpha v.0.2.6.2a - HOTFIX. UI Graphical Update:
Although this might not be the craziest of the updates, it is a few small changes that I am quite proud of with the short amount
of time that it was accomplished.

What's been added?. IMAZE.EXE Now available!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/979970/IMAZEEXE/?curator_clanid=33022637
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